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Abstract
For proton and ion accelerators, betatron matching at injection is a delicate
operation, vital to preserve phase space density. A new procedure is
proposed in which a single detector in a circular machine measures the
beam size for a dozen successive turns. Applications to SPS and LHC are
analysed in details and practical solutions are presented for the detector
using screens and a special CCD readout system. The method is so robust
and accurate that it should allow to reduce the emittance blow-up to below
1 % in each plane. Experimentation will start during 1996 in the SPS.
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1.  Introduction
During the many transfers needed in the injector chain for LHC it is vital to
preserve the highest possible phase space density, and to avoid emittance blow-up due
to mismatch of beam optics. With bunch to bucket transfer from one circular machine
to the next, the loss of phase space density results from filamentation of bunches
which are not perfectly well placed and shaped in the 6-dimensional phase space, to fit
Courant & Snyder invariant ellipses.
Filamentation, which is responsible for the emittance blow-up, does not happen
in transfer lines where the chromaticity is not large enough to bring significant phase
shifts in a single passage. Provided the transfer line aperture is large enough, no blow-
up nor beam loss should happen and therefore matching into it is not an issue, but
what is crucial is to match the beam at injection into the next machine. All the effort
which is sometimes done to adapt and measure emittances at the entrance into a
transfer line, as well as the effort to re-measure emittances at the end of a transfer line,
is vain for matching purposes. The only thing that really counts is to match the beam
to the next machine.
Twelve parameters are needed to adjust the centre and the shape of beam ellipses
in the three phase planes. Adjusting to theoretical values is a good first approximation
and is, of course, done to start with and get a circulating beam. But a final transfer
optimisation can best be achieved with correcting elements in the transfer line, as a
function of observations made on the circulating beam after injection.
i)  The injection trajectory in 6-dimensions (x, x', y, y', z, Dp/p) is optimised by
minimisation of coherent oscillations measured with beam position monitors.
ii)  In longitudinal phase plane, ellipse matching is obtained by minimising
quadrupolar oscillations that can be observed with a wide-band pick-up.
iii)  Transverse phase plane matching is traditionally done by observing the beam
size with three detectors in the transfer line, separated by known optical conditions
and relying on the optics adaptation of the transfer line to the downstream circular
machine. But values obtained from MAD for the Courant & Snyder invariants cannot
be trusted, since those invariants are, in reality, sensitive to all magnet imperfections
which are not known to the optics modelling program. LEP has shown beta beating of
up to 40% !
In this paper a new diagnostic method is proposed for performing the third step
mentioned above, in a way which does not rely on a precise knowledge of machine
optics. The new idea is to observe the beam for many turns, after its injection in the
considered circular machine, with the help of a single detector.
A detailed simulation of the process is described in the Appendix where the cases
of SPS and LHC are exemplified with realistic machine optics, beam properties and
existing detector facilities, and the effect of multiple scattering in the detector is
rigorously taken into account. Thin screens observed with a CCD camera working in a
fast acquisition mode, are proposed as a practical solution for the detector. It is an
inexpensive and extremely powerful solution.  After the number of turns necessary for
data taking, the beam has to be dumped to save the detector from destruction by
overheating and to reduce the flux of secondaries produced in nuclear interactions.
The beam energy loss due to dE/dx is less than one per mil even after 80 turns and can
be taken into account in the data analysis.
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2.   A new diagnostic for betatron matching at injection
Betatron matching at injection is traditionally done using the knowledge of the
beam emittance measured either in the previous machine or in the transfer line and
the knowledge of the optics of the machine where the injection takes place. Whatever
the care put in the process, this methodology has a weak point with large accelerators
where beta-beating can alter completely the invariants of motion obtained from a
computation of the machine optics with ideal quadrupoles. The resulting emittance
blow-up cannot be avoided and will, in most cases, be measured only after
filamentation, with beam profile equipments like wire scanners, ionisation scanners
or synchrotron radiation telescopes. For electron machines this blow-up does not
matter since the emittance is a dynamic parameter which readjusts itself according to
the strengths of damping and anti-damping. But when protons or ions are transferred
into a circular machine every percent blow-up will be detrimental to the final
luminosity.
In order to detect any potential blow-up due to betatron mismatch, all one needs
is to measure the beam size turn by turn, after injection. This is a very sensitive
method since a 10 % modulation of the r.m.s. beam size results, after filamentation, in
an emittance blow-up of only 1 % because this effect adds in quadrature to the r.m.s.
betatron amplitude distribution. When there is no beam size modulation, the
matching is perfect. Of course, with hadrons, non intercepting detectors are not capable
of doing this measurement turn by turn, but thin detectors that existed for twenty years
like SEM grids and screens could have been used with the only prerequisite of
dumping the beam soon after the measurement, in order to save the detector. One
difficulty is due to multiple scattering induced on the beam at each passage through
the detector but this effect can be taken into account and does not prevent a precise
optimisation of betatron matching as shown in the Appendix.
y
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Fig. 1. Phase plane ellipse seen at 6 successive turns with a phase advance of 20o
The real power of this method comes from the fact that it requires the knowledge
of only one machine optics parameter, i.e. the betatron phase advance per turn, qx or
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qy (fractional part of Qx,y) which can, in all machines, be adjusted and measured with
great accuracy. And the perfect matching is achieved when the r.m.s. beam sizes
measured on successive turns are constant (corrected for multiple scattering) what
does not even require for the monitor to be calibrated, nor for machine physicists to
agree on a definition of emittance !
As seen in Fig. 1, the beam size will show a modulation at twice the betatron
frequency : 2q or 2(1–q).  Therefore at q = 0 or q = 0.5 it does not work and these phase
advances must be avoided because they would hide any mismatch, since the ellipse
reappears always identical.
Another more subtle trap is q = 0.25 or q = 0.75 which also would not show any
size modulation for a mismatched beam injected with a phase of 45o, see Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Phase plane ellipses traced at successive turns with a phase advance of 90o.
For a clear observation of betatron mismatch any q value will be adequate,
provided it is different from q = 0, 0.25, 0.5 or 0.75, by more than 1/2n, where n is the
number of turns for which the beam size is measured (10 to 20).
In principle these techniques can be applied to any machine, but of course will be
more easy to use with large machines where the injection energy is high (small
multiple scattering) and the revolution frequency is low (which eases the readout). In
the Appendix the cases of SPS and LHC are studied in detail. The effect of multiple
scattering in the detector is calculated and simulations are shown of the amplitude
modulation that can be expected for a mismatch of 10%. Beam size measurements
with an accuracy of 1% can be achieved, turn by turn, with the help of only about 20
channels as it has been demonstrated with the synchrotron light telescopes (BEUV)
and the hard X-ray detectors (BEXE) in LEP1, 2 .
Therefore on can expect to detect mismatches of the order of 0.1%, using these
techniques and since the phase of the mismatch can be determined, systematic
corrections can be applied to optimise the matching. It should also be noted that the
injection steering (in the 6-dimensional phase space) which should have been done
prior to betatron matching, will also be checked during the analysis described above.
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3. Screens as profile measurement detectors
The beam profiles can be measured with SEM grids or screens. Experience in the
SPS transfer lines has shown that screens recorded by CCD cameras have now many
advantages over SEM grids for profile measurements3 . Screens of various types have
been used in the SPS and LEP transfer lines. Luminescent screens tested comprise:
Al2O3(Cr), CsI(Tl), Li glass(Ce) and quartz. The former screens are too slow to be used
for this application; CsI(Tl) screens are fast enough, but are not really compatible with
ultra-high vacuum, are rather dense (Xo=1.86 cm) and cannot be made in thickness
below 1mm, which is a handicap for beam blow-up. Lithium glass and quartz can be
thinned below 1 mm and are good candidates, although they produce less light than












Fig. 3  Energy spectrum emission [nJ/nm/sterad] of various screens (1mm thickness)
measured in the SPS at 450 GeV/c for 1010 protons per 20 ms TV frame.
The best candidates for this application are lithium glass and quartz screens.
Lithium glass screens are preferred for their higher light output, but the detector will
have to be matched to their low emission wavelength.
Another possibility is to use optical transition radiation (OTR) screens. Recent
tests in the SPS transfer lines have shown that they are suitable for 450 GeV protons,
and marginal with 14 GeV ones. The big advantage of OTR screens is that their light
production is due to a change of the dielectric constant at the vacuum/screen interface,
and that hence the light production is independent of screen thickness. The only
disadvantage is the narrow light emission cone which may set a limitation in space
resolution via diffraction. Screens made of 12 m m titanium and of 20 m m Mylar coated
with aluminium have been tested with good results. Their multiple scattering effect is
two orders of magnitude smaller than for a 1mm quartz screen. Further investigations
and beam tests will be carried out to assess the achievable image resolution.
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The power deposited by the beam in quartz or OTR screens is acceptable for
several hundred turns, after which the beam will have to be dumped in order to save
the screen.
4. CCDs as image recording means 4, 5
4.1   CCD characteristics
CCDs now on the market have a fantastic analytic power. Their spatial resolution
is enormous : lets take as an example the Thomson TH7863 chip : it contains 2· 384 · 288
i.e. 2.105 pixels, each 23 m m ·  23 m m. The sensitivity is also high since each pixel has a
quantum efficiency of more than 20% in the useful spectrum.
For each pixel the charge saturation is reached at about 8· 105 electrons and the
thermal noise is of some 100 charges per 20 ms at room temperature, which means
that a dynamic range of several 103 is available for data readout at the normal TV pace,














shifting one row takes 460 ns
shifting a whole picture needs 160 m s
readout of last row can be made at a speed of 1 to 12 MHz
Fig. 4  Readout manipulations by charge shifting
The readout is made via charge shifting actions :
i) row by row down to bottom line,
ii) pixel by pixel out of the bottom line.
Horizontal or vertical projections can also be obtained directly.
The conversion is achieved through a FADC at 7 MHz (8bit, i.e. 256 grey levels) in
20 ms for TV grabbing, or, for higher accuracy, through a 12 bit ADC (i.e. 4096 grey
levels) at a rate of 1 MHz in 110 ms.
4.2  Time resolved data taking
The readout of the full picture may take times between 20 ms and 110 ms which
does not provide for a sharp time sampling. But since the chip can be used both for
capturing the photon image and for keeping the charge information, the fast on-chip
charge displacements may offer a much better time resolution. Shifting one row takes
only 460 ns and the total active area of the chip can be saved in the storage area in
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160 m s before a complete second picture is registered. If it is enough to capture a smaller
number of rows for the wanted information, then more sub-pictures can be stored at a
higher rate, for instance as indicated in Table 1.
Table 1 Time resolved partial images
Number of rows used per
partial image
Number of images that can be
stored on the chip
Time needed for shifting one
image
288 2 160 m s
78 8 40 m s
36 16 20 m s
This method has been invented for and used with the synchrotron light teles-
copes of LEP, in order to see the same bunch for eight consecutive turns. Figure 5
illustrates the sequence of data taking in LEP. The number of stored partial images
shown in Fig. 5 can be doubled by using also the image area for charge storage.
1st pulse 2nd pulse 8th pulse
readoutmemory area
image area
Fig. 5  Sequence of data taking with fast shift of partial images
An extension of this method is under evaluation for performing on-chip projec-
tions, which increases the number of profiles which can be acquired at a repetition
interval of 60 m s [5].
5.   Use of an image intensifier/shutter
If the light pulses are spaced by less than the time needed to shift one partial
image as indicated in Table 1, or if non consecutive light pulses have to be acquired,
than a fast shutter has to be used. The use of a Micro Channel Plate (MCP) in front of
the CCD, as shown in figure 6, can provide this fast gating of the light source together
with light amplification and wavelength shifting.
The amplification factor provided by a multi-channel plate runs between 102 and
104 and can be further increased by adding more stages in series. Another interesting
feature is that the photo cathode and the screen can be chosen so that the MCP also acts
as a wavelength shifter for matching the detector to the light source, which is necessary
for the Lithium Glass screens which have their light output peak at 395 nm, below the
spectral limit of the CCDs (450 to 1000 nm). An S20 photo cathode on a quartz window
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which has 20% quantum efficiency from 250 to 450 nm, is well matched to the lithium
glass screens. A fast P40 phosphor, emitting at 550 nm with a 300 ns decay time to the
10% level is adequate for the CCD sensitivity and the maximum time sampling
required.
The gating action is made by turning on and off the accelerating voltage on the
plate (a few hundred volts) which can build up rise and fall times of nanoseconds with





phosphore screen (550 nm)
fibre optics connecto
multichannel plate (1 stage)photocathode
Fig. 6  Schematic diagram of a light intensifier/CCD couple
Although the micro channel spacing is about 6 m m, the r.m.s. spatial resolution of
a MCP/CCD couple is typically of 30 m m, which is of course worse than the CCD's one.
Current MCPs experience some saturation problems in the central area of beams when
pulsed at a rate of 11 kHz, which results in apparent beam broadening when fitting the
measured profiles with a Gaussian curve. This effect is under investigation by the
manufacturers and will hopefully be solved. If not, it has been measured and could be
corrected for in the measurement results. It should be noted that the MCP is presently
the major limitation for the profile acquisition rate.
6.  Optical set-up and monitor resolution
For the observation of a 10 mm diameter aperture on the previously mentioned
CCD, a magnification of  6.6/10 = 0.66 is needed. The basic resolution at the beam level
will hence be 23/0.66 = 35 m m. But the detector will be sensitive to smaller beam size
changes, as the latter result from calculations over many pixels. If needed, the resolu-
tion could be even further increased by decreasing the observed aperture, but it does
not seem necessary for detecting mismatches of 10% and higher, see Fig. A2.
At LHC injection energy, an OTR screen of 12 m m Ti or 20 m m Mylar coated with
aluminium will produce enough light for good beam observation. With so little
material, the  beam blow-up during a mismatch measurement will be negligible and
the screen should stand thermal heating for about 100 turns.
For the SPS, both a SEM grid detector (24 m m titanium in total) and an OTR
screen should be adequate and the latter, observed with the help of a multichannel
plate intensifier, will be tested in LSS4 during 1996, to gain experience with this type of
instrument.
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7.   Conclusions
The optimisation of beam emittance matching at transfer from an injector into a
circular machine is a crucial ingredient to keep the highest possible phase space
density. It has been shown that this goal will be achieved in the future with a much
higher efficiency when the injected beam is observed with the same detector, for many
revolutions. Thin screens can easily stand multiple traversals of a pilot beam and the
beam blow-up due to multiple scattering can be taken into account in the matching
optimisation. This new procedure will be particularly robust since it is not affected by
the discrepancies between MAD modelling and the real machine. It does not require a
perfect knowledge of the transfer line optics nor an absolute calibration of the detector.
With the use of these techniques one can hope to reduce the blow-up due to betatron
mismatch at injection to below 1% what has never been possible in the past. Real-size
experimentation will start in 1996 when screens newly installed in LSS4 will allow the
observation of beams injected into the SPS.
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APPENDIX
Simulation of beam mismatch detection with a single detector
Let us assume that the Twiss parameters* of the machine at the detector are a o
and b o , and the fractional part of the tune is q. A perfectly matched beam should have
an emittance ellipse homothetic to :
  γ oy
2 + βo ′y 2 + 2αoy ′y = 1 (A.1)
In reality the injected beam might have a slightly different shape (mismatched)
which can be described by Twiss parameters a b and b b. In the computer simulations we
shall assume that the beam profiles have Gaussian distributions and we shall use the
emittance definition corresponding to   ε = σyσ ′y  for an upright ellipse. This emittance
ellipse contains 39% of the particles and the emittance at 2 s   (  ε2σ = 4σyσ ′y ) would
contain 86% of all particles.
A1   Emittance modelling with two variables
The 2-dimensional Gaussian distribution which corresponds to the injected beam
can be written:
  
ρ y, ′y( )dyd ′y = dyd ′y
2piε
exp −






  . (A.2)
At a distance d= a b/g b from the detector, the ellipse is upright and the distribution
reads
  
ρ y, ′y( )dyd ′y = dyd ′y
2piε
exp −






  , (A.3)
with   γ u = γ b and βu = βb − αb2 γ b  .
Equation (A.3) can be rewritten with separated variables as:
  



















  , (A.4)
where the two distributions in   y and ′y  can be understood as resulting, respectively,
from two statistically independent variables called   u and v .
———————————
*  The Twiss parameters involved here are those proper to the circulating beam, i.e. in-
cluding the beta-beating due to gradient errors experienced by the beam around the
whole machine.
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These variables have a mean value equal to zero and can be represented as vec-
tors in the phase plane (see Fig. A1, a). The lengths of these vectors correspond to the
r.m.s. of the variables and their orientation gives the directions in which these
variables are spreading the central trajectory in order to model the beam emittance.
Whatever the simplectic transformation applied, these two vectors will continue to
represent the emittance (see Fig. A1, b) and the r.m.s. value of the profile can be
obtained by a mere quadratic sum of their co-ordinates along the y-axis:








j )2  , (A.5)
where 
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Fig. A1. Emittance generated by two statistical variables u  and v  with Gaussian
distributions
A2   Beam profile generated at each turn
The vectors 
   
r
u and 
   
r
v  representing the emittance of the injected beam at the detec-
tor can be given the following co-ordinates:
   
r
u =







   
r
v =
vy = −αb εb βb
v




  . (A.6)
And for each turn in the machine these two vectors will transform with the fol-
lowing matrix:
            M(one turn) =
  
cosµ + αo sinµ βo sinµ





where m  = 2 p q, and the beam profile can be computed with the help of Eq. A.5.
As an example Fig. A2 shows the beam profile (r.m.s.) seen by the detector during
20 turns, for the case of a beam injected in the LHC with e   = 7.8 nm, with a mismatch
of 20% and the nominal tune at injection, q = 0.16.
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Fig. A2. Profile (r.m.s.) of a mismatched beam, observed for 20 turns with q = 0.16
If one wanted to know the phase and the amplitude of the mismatch observed in
Fig. A2 this could be obtained from a harmonic analysis of those data, using the known
injection tune q = 0.16. It is probably preferable to optimise the injection matching with
the nominal machine tune since betatron beating is tune dependant. Otherwise it
could be attractive, for a better understanding of the process, to use a smaller tune like
q = 0.055 (see Fig. A3). In all these examples the mismatch is of 20%.
Fig. A3. Profile (r.m.s.) of a mismatched beam, observed for 20 turns with q = 0.055
Thus far, the "monitor" was assumed to be fully transparent to the beam; this is
not the case in practice and we shall now introduce in the simulation the effect on the
beam emittance of multiple scattering induced by each traversal of the "monitor".
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A.3   Multiple scattering in the  "monitor"
The thin "monitor" used for observing the beam over a limited number of turns
will create multiple scattering at each beam traversal, which can be accounted for in
the simulation. The scattering action, for detectors which are not perfectly homoge-
nous (for example SEM grids) can be computed with the help of an average thickness
dx. Multiple scattering has an angular distribution which is very close to a Gaussian


















  . (A.8)
After being scattered a particle's position will be spread in the y' direction of the
phase plane. For each particle position, the scattering action can be obtained by the ad-
dition of a statistical vector 
   
r
s , with direction along the y'-axis. Similarly to the defini-
tion of 
   
r
u and 
   
r
v   in Eq. A.6, 
   
r
s  can be given the following co-ordinates:















Fig. A4. Blown-up emittance represented by 3 vectors 
   
r
u, 
   
r
v  and 
   
r
s
After each turn in the machine the three vectors are transformed with the matrix
given in Eq. A.7 and the profile is obtained by a quadratic addition of their y-co-
ordinates. At each successive turn a new vector 
   
r
s  is created, given by Eq. A.9, to
represent the additional scattering and the quadratic sum is extended to an increasing
number of vectors, thus producing a growth of emittance and of the measured beam
profiles. This beam blow-up creates some difficulties in the process of beam matching,
but it can be modelled very accurately and discounted for rigorously, even if the beam
shape is not Gaussian.
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A.4  Emittance matching into the SPS
At 26 GeV, the SPS injection energy, multiple scattering plays an important role,
but with a beta »  20 m, a SEM grid detector could very well be used for this diagnostic
as shown in Fig. A5. This example was computed with the current SPS injection optics,
the nominal emittance for LHC beams at 26 GeV of e  = 135 · 4 p  nm and a detector
thickness equivalent 24 m m titanium which produces a multiple scattering angle of
q o = 9.8 m rad. The beam with perfect betatron matching shows a little undulation due
to the combination of phases in the successive scattering actions and the beam with a
20% mismatch wiggles around the mean blow-up in a perfectly visible way.
Fig. A5. Measured vertical profiles (r.m.s.) of a beam injected in the SPS :
• full line corresponds to a perfectly matched beam,
• dots are for a beam mismatch of 20%.
If a thin screen is used for the observation of the beam dimensions with OTR, the
effect of multiple scattering corresponding to q o = 2.4 m rad is completely negligible and
the optimisation of the matching is straightforward and extremely accurate as can be
seen in figure A6. The light produced by OTR needs to besampled and amplified by a
micro-channel plate (see Fig. 6 in chap. 5) which limits the acquisition rate to about 12
kHz, i.e. once every fourth turn in the SPS. This requires to extend the observation to,
say, 80 turns as shown in Fig. A6.
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Fig. A6. Vertical profiles (r.m.s.) of a beam injected in the SPS and observed with OTR :
• full line corresponds to a perfectly matched beam,
• dots are for a beam mismatch of 20%.
A.5   Emittance matching into  the LHC
At LHC injection energy, the blow-up would be acceptable even with a rather
thick detector of 250 m m Al equivalent. But the conditions are ideal for the observation
of OTR emitted by a thin screen and multiple scattering then totally vanishes, as seen
in Figure A7:  injection into the horizontal plane of LHC with a nominal emittance,
e   = 7.8 nm, with q = .06 and a detector thickness of 12 m m aluminized Mylar which
produces a multiple scattering of only q o = 0.14 m rad.
Fig. A7. Measured profiles (r.m.s.) of a beam
undergoing multiple scattering in the "monitor" :
• the full line corresponds to a perfectly matched beam,
• the dots are for a beam with 20% emittance mismatch.
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